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Character Generation

Ability Scores
Roll your 6 ability scores. Do this by using 4D6 and discarding the lowest die, and totalling the result. 
A minimum of 7 is required for each ability, reroll any statistic below this (although the new result 
cannot exceed 12). You may only have one value of 18, if you roll more than this, consider each successive 
roll to be one less (so 17, then 16, etc.). Assign these 6 values to the attributes below.
Strength:Physical strength and knowledge of applying muscle mass to solve problems
 EX: Boxers, weight lifters
Agility: Hand eye coordination, reflex times
 EX: Dancers, pickpockets
Endurance: Length of strenuous activities, perseverance
 EX: Marathon runners, climbers
Knowledge: Equivalent to IQ / 10, "smart" people
 EX: Librarian, mathematician
Streetwise: How to apply knowledge, experience by not necessarily a high IQ, "know how"
 EX: Street smart kid, inventor, village elder
Charisma: Physical beauty and force of personality, used for interaction skills and NPC reactions
 EX: Superstar, persuasive salesman, leader

Primary:
Choose a primary statistic, one that you have focused on heavily. Apply +1 to this ability score.
Weakness:
Choose a weaker statistic, one that has become deficient from lack of use. Apply -1 to this ability score.
*Note: The primary and weakness can be the same ability, which results in a net of 0 (no change to the statistic).

Description
Name: First and last name
Gender: Male or Female
Age: Choose between 16-50, default starting age is 20. Expected natural lifespan is 80 + D10 years.
Height (Male): Choose one between 4'10" and 6'10", or randomly roll 5'0" + 2D10 inches.
Height (Female): Choose one between 4'7" and 6'7", or randomly roll 4'9" + 2D10 inches.
Weight: Choose a realistic weight value in pounds.
Nationality: Choose a nationality, which is based on the parent's genes and birthplace.

Country Subculture

African Western, Eastern

American Central, Fringe

Any Pales

Asian Chinese, Japanese, Other

Australian Craterborn, Cityborn

Canadian Touched, Untouched

European (based on country inside of Europe)

Russian Russian

South American Technologies (Brazilian), Technophobe (Other)

Birthplace: Choose a country (related to nationality), province, state, city, or town as your birthplace.
Eye Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Hair Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Skin Color: Choose a color (based on nationality).
Religion: Will you be religious or not, how religious, and of what religion?

Languages
There are 4 levels to languages; native (first language, can only have one), fluent (as good as is 
possible), known (can get by with the language, may have an accent or not know advanced words), and simple 
(knows a few words, could maybe get by with patient native speakers). Each language can also be 
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read/write, or just spoken (can do both for native automatically). Languages can be learned in game as the 
player advances.
Native Language (including read/write): Choose one based on birthplace and childhood
Known Language (including read/write): Choose a second language
Simple Language (no read/write): If the player has Knowledge 13+, they can learn a third language at a 
simple level.

Dirty Secret
Randomly generated from the list below. Each player has a dirty secret, and it must be (initially) kept 
hidden from other players. If the result goes against what the player has planned for the character, the 
Dirty Secret can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D10)

Dirty Secret

1 Addicted to random drug

2 Skill based problem (addicted to gambling, stealing, etc.)

3 Has a random nonfatal disease

4 Has a shady past (involving drugs, murder, etc.)

5 Lying about a part of their life (actually doesn't have a job, etc.)

6 Has been arrested

7 Is involved in illegal activity (smuggling, hacking, etc.)

8 Has a bad daily / nightly hobby (vandalism, etc.)

9 Has recently stolen from another player

10 None

Quirk
Randomly generated from the list below. These are normally easily noticeable things about the character, 
such as a twitch or "short fuse". If the result goes against what the player has planned for the 
character, the Quirk can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D20)

Quirk

1 Missing finger

2 Sweaty

3 Hands shake slightly

4 Slurs words

5 Birthmark

6 Whistles a lot

7 Flips a coin

8 Fidgets nervously

9 Pessimist
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10 Optimist

11 Suspicious

12 Trusty

13 Overly big body part(s)

14 Overly small body part(s)

15 Evenly tempered

16 Hot tempered

17 No sense of humor

18 Strong opinion on politics

19 Gets dizzy often

20 None
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Phobia
Randomly generated from the list below. You fear the result, and will avoid it. If forced into a situation 
involving your phobia, you will need to make saving rolls at the WM's discretion. If the result goes 
against what the player has planned for the character, the Phobia can be rerolled, ignored, or made up.

Roll 
(D20)

Phobia

1 Books

2 Plants

3 Ugliness

4 Glass

5 Blushing

6 Needles

7 Growing Old

8 Dust

9 Lakes

10 Strong Winds

11 Ants

12 Birds

13 Moon

14 Relatives

15 Strangers

16 Disease

17 Floods

18 Spiders

19 Flying

20 None

Feat
1 General Feat at first level
1 Specialized Feat at first level
1 Specialized Feat every 3 levels

Skills
(4 + Int bonus + Wis bonus) x 3 at first level
4 + (Int bonus or Wis bonus, whichever is higher) at following levels
*Note: A player may choose to not gain any skill points, and instead gain a General Feat at that level. This can be 
done a maximum of once every 2 levels.

Equipment
Start with D4 x 1000 credits / local currency (or start with preset choices by the WM)
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Statistics
Hitpoints: Endurance score * level
Subdual: Endurance score * level
Life Points: 1 + 1 / 2 levels
Dodge: 10 + (10 - Agility bonus) + armor
Defense: Based on armor
Initiative: Streetwise bonus + Agility bonus (cannot initially exceed 7)
Base Attack: 1 / level
Melee Attack: Strength bonus + 1
Ranged Attack: Agility bonus
Speed: 30ft + (Endurance bonus - 1, minimum 0)
Fortitude Save: Level + Endurance bonus or Strength bonus (choose which one and use it forever)
Reflex Save: Level + Agility bonus
Will Save: Level + Knowledge or Streetwise or Charisma (choose which one and use it forever)
Carrying Weight: Strength x 10 + 30 is maximum carrying weight in pounds.
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Level and Experience

Players can advance in levels forever, the only constraint is old age and natural or unnatural death. 
Players (by default) begin at level 1 with 500 experience. The experience required to advance to the next 
level is normally 1000 points / level (so to advance to level 2 would require 1000 experience). Basically 
it is current level * 1000 or goal level - 1 * 1000. The value of 1000 can be adjusted for longer or 
shorted campaigns, based on the whim of the WM. For summary, the formula is below.

Next Level: Current Level * 1000

Level Up
A level up occurs when the current experience level of the character equals or exceeds their target 
amount. No matter the circumstances, only a single level up can happen from one batch of experience. If 
overflow experience is left over, a player may advance a maximum of halfway to the next level (so a level 
1 player that somehow recieves 5000 experience could advance to level 2, then to 1500 experience, which is 
halfway to level 3). When a level up occurs, the player needs to take some down time to train and practice 
all they have learned. By default, this equals 1 week of game time, during which no strenuous activity can 
happen. At the end of this "levelling" week, the player is considered to have fully achieved their new 
level. The benefits below are granted at each new level.

Hitpoints: Endurance * level
Subdual: Endurance * level
Life Points: 1 + 1 / 2 levels
Base Attack: 1 / level
Feats: 1 Specialized Feat / 3 levels
Saves: +1 base / level
Skills: 4 + (Int bonus or Wis bonus, whichever is higher)
*Note: A player may choose to not gain any skill points, and instead gain a General Feat at that level. This can be 
done a maximum of once every 2 levels.
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Existence Character Sheet

 Name  Height
 Owner  Weight
 Gender   Eye Color
 Age  Lifespan   Hair Color
 Nationality   Skin Color
 Birthplace  Quirk
 Religion  Phobia

Level Required Experience

 XP

P/W Value Modifier Hitpoints Total

+-  Strength Subdual Total

+-  Agility  Life Points Total

+-  Endurance Defense Native

+-  Knowledge Dodge Fluent

+-  Streetwise Initiative Known

+-  Charisma Speed Simple

Type Total Base Ability

Saves

Fortitude = Feats

Reflex =

Will =

Attacks

Base = /N A Money

Melee =

Range =

INVENTORY  Carry Weight:



Existence Character Sheet

Weapon

Name Short Medium Long Extreme Damage Fumble Critical Ammo Type Weight Notes

Name Short Medium Long Extreme Damage Fumble Critical Ammo Type Weight Notes

Name Short Medium Long Extreme Damage Fumble Critical Ammo Type Weight Notes

Armor

Name Defense Dodge Armor Weight Notes

Name Defense Dodge Armor Weight Notes

Name Defense Dodge Armor Weight Notes

 Skill Name Score  Skill Name Score

Appraise Intuition

Balance Jump

Bluff Listen

Bribery Medical

Climb Navigation

 Computer Hacking  Open Lock

 Computer Use Perform

Decipher Pilot

Demolitions  Quick Hands

 Disable Device Repair

Disguise Ride

Driving Search

Engineering  Smooth Talking

Escape Sneak

Forgery Spot

Gambling Survival

Hide Swim

Insight Trade

Intimidate Tumble

Total

Hour

Day

Month

Season

Year
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Skills

Skills represent the day to day abilities of the players. New skill points are acquired at each new level, 
as summarized below. There is a maximum achieveable number of skills that a player can have at each level. 
Also see below for details on this. The format of each skill entry is explained below.

Format
Name: The official name of the skill, even though there may be slang terms for it or the player may call 
it something else.
Recheck: If a recheck is allowed in a given situation (such as rechecking a gambling skill would be no, 
while climbing would probably be yes).
Prerequisites: Any requirements that must be met before the player can take this skill.
Description: The description of what the skill does, as well as a few examples.

Available Ranks
Start: (4 + Int bonus + Wis bonus) x 3
After: + (Int bonus or Wis bonus, whichever is higher)
Maximum: Level + 4

Skill List
Name: Appraise
Recheck: Once per day
Prerequisites: Streetwise 10+
Description: Tell the value of an object, item, piece of equipment, area of land, etc.

Name: Balance
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Agility 10+
Description: Maintain a footing in difficult situations.

Name: Bluff
Recheck: Once per lie
Prerequisites: Charisma 10+
Description: Pull off a lie.

Name: Bribery
Recheck: Not on same target
Prerequisites: Bluff 2+
Description: How well you can apply money to get your way.

Name: Climb
Recheck: Yes
Prerequisites: None
Description: Moving vertically along a surface, with or without help (ropes, cables, etc.).

Name: Computer Hacking
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Computer Use 2+, Previous access to a computer
Description: Skill with illegal use of computers (cracking passwords, system intrusion, etc.).

Name: Computer Use
Recheck: Yes
Prerequisites: Previous access to a computer
Description: Legitimate computer and technology use.

Name: Decipher
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: Knowledge 10+
Description: Figure out foreign writing or codes.

Name: Demolitions
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: None
Description: Handle the use and application of explosives.

Name: Disable Device
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Demolitions 1+, Agility 10+, Streetwise 9+
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Description: Stop ticking bombs or dismantle traps.

Name: Disguise
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: None
Description: Blend in, either with or without help (makeup, wigs, etc.).

Name: Driving
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Previous access to a vehicle
Description: Ground and water based automotive skills (cars, trains, boats, etc.).

Name: Engineering
Recheck: Situational (probably not)
Prerequisites: Knowledge 10+, basic education
Description: Understanding of physics and architecture.

Name: Escape
Recheck: Once per hour
Prerequisites: Strength or Agility 10+
Description: Get out of sticky situations (being bound by rope or hand cuffs, etc.).

Name: Forgery
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Able to write a language
Description: Write fake cheques, forge signatures or important documents.

Name: Gambling
Recheck: Situational (probably not)
Prerequisites: Previous access to common games
Description: Luck and skill with cards, dice, and other games related to money.

Name: Hide
Recheck: Situational or once per target
Prerequisites: None
Description: Stay unnoticed from a wary observer.

Name: Insight
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: Knowledge or Streetwise 11+
Description: Choose a category that you have insight into (such as mathematics, astronomy, etc.).

Name: Intimidate
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Strength or Endurance 11+
Description: Bully other people using words and body language.

Name: Intuition
Recheck: Situational (probably not)
Prerequisites: Streetwise or Charisma 10+
Description: Get a general impression of people, if they are lying or not, etc.

Name: Jump
Recheck: Once per situation
Prerequisites: Agility 9+
Description: Used to jump over gaps or other obstacles.

Name: Listen
Recheck: Once per sound
Prerequisites: None
Description: Hear a specific sound out of a crowd, hear things far away, etc.

Name: Medical
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: Knowledge 11+, basic education, previous access to medical equipment
Description: Knowledge and application of medical supplies, such as first aid.

Name: Navigation
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Recheck: Once per situation
Prerequisites: Streetwise 12+
Description: Figure out where you are based on landmarks and general feeling, knowledge with maps.

Name: Open Lock
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Agility 10+
Description: Includes lockpicking, also safe cracking, etc.

Name: Perform
Recheck: Situational (probably not)
Prerequisites: Charisma 10+
Description: Please a crowd with an activity, such as dancing, music, etc.

Name: Pilot
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Previous access to a vehicle
Description: Air based vehicle ability (airplanes, jets, etc.).

Name: Quick Hands
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Agility 11+
Description: Pick pockets, do magic tricks, quickly hide an item from sight, etc.

Name: Repair
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: None
Description: Fix mechanical equipment of all sorts (broken engines, jammed weapons, etc.).

Name: Ride
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Balance 1+
Description: Ability to stay mounted on a moving object (horses, motorcycles, etc.).

Name: Search
Recheck: Yes (time based)
Prerequisites: None
Description: Find hidden objects or barely noticeable details.

Name: Smooth Talking
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Bluff or Intimidate 1+, Streetwise 10+ or Charisma 11+
Description: Talk your way out of trouble or a bad situation.

Name: Sneak
Recheck: Once per target
Prerequisites: Hide 2+, Agility 10+
Description: Moving silently, sneak past an unwary observer.

Name: Spot
Recheck: Situational (probably not)
Prerequisites: None
Description: See far into the distance, spot details or things out of place.

Name: Survival
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: None
Description: City or wilderness survival, such as scrounging for food or noticing a set up.

Name: Swim
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Strength or Endurance 10+
Description: Ability to move through large amounts of liquids.

Name: Trade
Recheck: No
Prerequisites: Appraise 2+, Knowledge or Streetwise 10+
Description: Barter and haggle to get the lowest buying price.
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Name: Tumble
Recheck: Situational
Prerequisites: Balance 4+, Agility 12+
Description: Rolling and spinning to move through obstacles or land a fall.
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Movement and Combat

*Note: Most of the general rules are the same as the D20 System, with the exceptions noted below.

1. Encounter starts
2. Roll and total initiative, or assign suprise rounds
3. Highest initiative goes first
4. 2 actions in each round, one has to be move / move equivalent, the other is a standard ("combat") 
action
5. Next highest initiative goes, cycle continues

Movement
There are several types of special movement that a player may perform. They are described in detail below.

Type Notes

Move Up to and including the player's speed value, uses the move / move equivalent action

Double Move Use both actions to move, basically doubling the available speed

Run Full round action, move in a straight line at 3 times normal speed. Running for more 
than a round in this manner prompts an Endurance check.

Crouch (Duck) / Stand Uses 5ft. speed, reduce to or expand from half height. Allows ducking behind low walls 
for more cover.

Prone / Stand Uses 5ft. speed to or from a crouch position, or 10ft. speed to or from standing. Prone 
reduces to 1/4 of height, allowing the player to get cover behind small obstacles, or 
squirm through narrow entrances.

Charge Using the exact speed value of the player to reach a target counts as a charge.

Jump Uses 10ft. speed, then can make a Jump skill check to jump over a foe or obstacle (such 
as a pit, low wall, etc.).

Combat
Melee
D20 + Melee attack + modifiers, if equal to or greater than target defense, the attack hits and damage can 
be rolled. See the table below for modifiers for hitting a melee target. Cover does not play any effect as 
the combatants are close enough to ignore anything in the way.

Situation

Hit crouched target

Hit from crouch

Hit prone target

Hit from prone

Charge

Ranged
D20 + Ranged attack, if equal to or greater than the target defense, the attack hits and damage can be 
rolled. See the table below for modifiers for hitting a target at range. Note that a crouched and prone 
target recieve no special bonuses here, as they will (probably) recieve a greater cover bonus for being 
behind more cover.

Situation Modifier

Short Range no effect

Medium Range -1 to hit
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Long Range -2 (no aimed shots)

Extreme Range -3 (half damage rounded down, no aimed shots)

Hit from crouch +1 to hit

Hit from prone +1, reduce range penalty by 1 (range effects remain)

Burst / Automatic Fire -1 / additional shot

Aimed Shots
Both melee and ranged attacks can be aimed at a specific body part. Aimed attacks at any body part but the 
head and groin hit at -4, while head and groin shots hit at -6. An aimed shot at the front torso is 
considered the same as a normal shot. A critical hit cannot occur on an aimed shot. Aimed shots do half 
damage, but have negative side effects on the target. Protective armor in each location can negate hits if 
the negate DC of the armor can be rolled above by the target (for example, a military helmet may have a DC 
of 16 to ignore an aimed head shot). See the table below for the penalty associated with being hit in each 
location.

Location Effect

Head Standard damage, target drops what they are holding and falls to a prone position

Torso (Back) Standard damage, target is knocked pron

Groin Target can only take a move equivalent action next turn

Arms -1 to hit (melee and ranged) / arm, -1 melee damage if both arms are hit

Legs -10ft. / leg, to a minimum of 5ft. / full round

Burst / Automatic Fire
Some ranged weapons can be used in burst (up to 3 shots) or automatic (up to 5 shots). By default, all 
weapons fire in single shot mode initially. Burst and Automatic fire have a penalty to hit and use more 
ammo, but have a chance to inflict greater damage. Roll a single time only to see if a Burst / Automatic 
volley hits a target. If it does, randomly determine the number of shots that hit from the volley (for 
example, roll a D3 for a full Burst).
Distance: This is only a factor for ranged attacks. Short range has no penalty, medium range subtracts -1 
from the attack roll, long range subtracts -2, and extreme range subtracts -3 and does half damage 
(rounded down). Aimed shots cannot be performed at long or extreme range (without feats or special 
equipment)

Cover
Can grant a deflection bonus to defense between 1 and 10, depending on the material and how much of the 
target is covered. This is up to the whim of the WM (but should be fairly consistent). In general, for 
each 10% of a target covered, they recieve a +1 deflection bonus. Based on the material they are behind, 
this bonus will increase or decrease. For example, a target 40% behind a piece of drywall would get +4 
deflection, but -1 because the drywall is thin. If they were standing behind steel however, this may grant 
an additional +1 or even +2.

Object Attack
Hitting a stationary object (such as a hanging rock or bridge plank) is relatively simple. A Defense is 
chosen by the WM, and the player must roll against this. Inanimate objects cannot Dodge, and typically 
have a lower Defense rating.

Defense
The required amount that an attack result needs to equal or exceed to hit. In general, players either have 
high Defense and low Dodge, or vice versa.

Dodge
The DC of a roll to dodge incoming shots, consider the check like a saving throw. If the D20 roll is over 
the Dodge value of the player, they suffer no damage from a successful attack.
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Fumbles
If the attack roll is within the fumble range of a weapon (normally 1) the attacker has fumbled in some 
way. If a fumble happens in melee, all opponents within range of the fumbling attacker get an immediate 
single attack (at their highest bonus) on the attacker. If the fumble happens at long range, roll on the 
table below to determine the effect.

Roll (D6) Result

1 Shot goes a random direction by 10ft.

2 Shot goes a random direction by 20ft.

3 Waste entire clip

4 Weapon jams

5 Weapon jams

6 25% of gun backfiring, otherwise weapon jams

Critical Hits
If the attack roll is within the critical range of the weapon (normally 20) the attacker has hit a weak 
spot of the target. The target automatically loses 1 Armor Point. The attacker can then choose either 
doing double damage (reroll the damage dice and add the result to the initial damage), or the target can 
lose 1 Life Point (player characters can make a Fortitude save to resist this). Any additional damage from 
a critical hit cannot kill a target, but Life Point loss can.

Life Points
The Life Point represents the core essence of a person, in the sense that losing a Life Point may be 
equated to losing a limb or being crushed by a large object. Several situations can be avoided by 
expending a Life Point. Any situation where massive damage is done to the player character, such as being 
hit by a car, falling from several floors up, losing a limb, etc. When Life Points reach 0, the player is 
killed. Life Points regenerate only when the player levels up.

Armor Points
These represent the remaining durability of armor. Certain substances can reduce Armor Points, such as 
being hit by fire or acid. In addition, a critical hit from an opponent automatically removes 1 Armor 
Point from the current armor. Armor Points can be repaired by the players (if they have the skills for it) 
or by paying a merchant. If armor is reduced to 0 Armor Points, it is useless until repaired. If the armor 
is reduced to under half (round down) of the armor's starting Armor Points, the Defense value is also 
reduced by 1.
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Example Fight

Castor Troy, a small time gangster for hire, is heading home after trying to get a job in downtown Tokyo. It is very 
late at night, the moon is trying to shine through the thin layer of smog near his subway stop. Since it was a light 
day, Castor is only carrying two P99 semi automatic pistols, loaded with the standard hollow point ammo. As he starts up 
the stairs to the quiet road, he hears two people talking ahead (succeeded at a Listen check). It sounds like two 
criminals talking about mugging the next person who comes up the stairs. Seeing as he is in a good mood, Castor quietly 
moves up the stairs to get a better view (Sneak check). He reaches the top of the stairs and peaks over, the thugs are 
oblivious to his presence (they both failed an opposing Listen check to his Sneak check).
Castor draws his two pistols, checks the clips, and crouches at the top of the stairs, just out of view. He watches the 
thugs for a moment longer, then checks the nearby streets for witnesses. Seeing none, he opens fire with one pistol at 
the nearest thug (they are 5ft. apart and 45ft. from Castor).
Because Castor heard the thugs but they did not hear him Sneaking, he gets a surprise round. The surprise round consists 
of a partial action for Castor, then normal initiative will be rolled. Castor has the Dual Pistol feat, allowing him to 
fire both pistols. However, using more than one attack takes the full round, and currently Castor only has a partial 
surprise round, and so he fires his right pistol.
The required roll is calculated. Castor recieves +1 because he is crouched, and the unaware targets will no receive a 
Dodge roll, as they are surprised. The thugs are at Short Range, which adds no modifiers (+0).
Castor has an attack bonus of +4 with his one pistol. He has +1 from Agility, +2 from Base Attack Bonus, and +1 from 
Weapon Focus (P99). Since he is firing just one pistol, he does not need to apply the penalty from the Dual Pistol feat. 
Added to the +1 from being crouched, Castor is at +5 to hit the nearest thug. He rolls a 16, for a total of 21. The 
thugs measly defense of 8 (leather jacket) is easily defeated by the skilled shot. As was mentioned before, the thugs 
are surprised, and so get no Dodge roll.
Castor then rolls damage for his P99, which is 1D8+3. He rolls a 6, for a total of 9 damage to the nearest thug, who 
collapses to the ground from the damage (he only had 7hp), dead.
Normal combat begins now, and so initiative is rolled. Castor will receive +1 for his Agility, and +2 for his Streetwise 
score, for a total of +3 to his initiative roll. He rolls a 12, for a total of 15.
The remaining thug will receive +3 for his Streetwise score, and +2 for his Agility score. With a roll of 15, that puts 
him at a total of 20 initiative, much higher than Castor.
The thug will get to act first because he has higher initiative, so he draws a neon scuba knife and moves towards 
Castor. The thug started 45ft. away from Castor, and he will move 25ft. towards Castor, and spend his remaining 5ft. of 
movement to duck behind a nearby trash can.
Castor then gets to act. He will use his full round to fire both pistols (using the Dual Pistol feat). The thug is 
crouched behind the trash can, making 70% of him covered. This will grant a +7 defense bonus to the thug, for a total of 
15. Castor will again hit at +5 (+1 Agility, +2 Base Attack Bonus, +1 Weapon Focus (P99), +1 crouch), but since he is 
using the Dual Pistol feat a penalty of -2 must be applied to each shot, for a total of +3 to hit. He fires with both 
pistols, rolling a 10 and 16, for a total of 13 and 19. The 13 misses because the thug is in cover, but the 19 could 
possibly hit. The thug now gets to try to Dodge out of the way. The thug has a Dodge score of 16, which means he needs 
to roll 16 or higher to move out of the way of the shot. He rolls an 18, and so he ducks behind the trash can before the 
shot can hit him.
The thug can now act. Castor is 20ft. away from the thug, and so he will begin by spending 5ft. to Stand, then moving 
20ft. into melee combat with Castor (this does not count as a Charge because the thug still has 5ft. movement left). 
With his remaining action, the thug will try to stab the crouching Castor with his scuba knife. He has a Melee attack 
bonus of +3 (+1 Strength and +2 Base Attack Bonus). In addition, Castor is still crouched, and so the thug recieves an 
additional +2 bonus to hit (since it is easier to hit a crouched target up close). The thug will add a total of +5, and 
rolls a 7, for a total of 12. Castor is not wearing much protective gear, and so only has a defense of 7, which means 
the thug hits with the scuba knife.
Castor can roll a Dodge attempt though, for which he as a value of 15. He rolls a 14 though, which means he cannot dodge 
the scuba knife. The thug rolls D6 damage, receiving a 4, with a bonus of +1 for his Strength. Castor recieves 5hp of 
damage.
Now Castor can act, and he is mad that the thug cut his fine shirt. Castor drops both his pistols (free actions) and 
draws a switchblade (move equivalent action). He then attacks in melee with the switchblade, but decides to aim for the 
thugs groin (to teach him a lesson). Castor normally has a +4 to hit in melee (+2 Strength and +2 Base Attack Bonus). 
Because he is making an aimed shot, a penalty of -4 is applied. In addition, Castor is still crouched, and so recieves a 
further -2 to hit, for a total of -2. Castor rolls and recieves a 13 (total of 11), which is enough to beat the thugs 
defense of 8. The thug can try to Dodge using his score of 16, but only rolls a 9, which means the aimed groin 
switchblade attack hits. Castor rolls 2D4 damage for the switchblade, resulting in 6, and because he used an aimed shot, 
he splits the damage in half, for a total of 3 damage to the thug. The thug now has 2 hitpoints, and can only take a 
move equivalent action next turn because of the extreme pain.
The thug knows he is outmatched, and so tries to turn around and move away from combat, back towards the street. The 
thug leaving combat allows Castor an attack of opportunity, which is the equivalent of a standard action. Castor will 
drop his switchblade (free action) and pick up his pistol in preparation for his turn. The thug manages to flee 30ft. 
straight away from Castor.
Castor can now act. He has one P99 pistol in his hand, and the thug is 30ft. away. Instead of taking the chance of an 
aimed shot, Castor will just fire the pistol. Castor is still crouched, and so will hit at +5 with his one pistol. The 
thug is not in cover, and so Castor easily beats his defense with a roll of 14 (total 19). Castor rolls his damage of 
1D8+3, rolling very well and getting an 8, for a total of 11 damage. The hapless thug (who only had 2hp remaining) goes 
down hard from the shot.
Castor wipes off his jacket, checks the thugs pockets for spare change to buy a new shirt, and starts walking to his 
apartment, reloading as he goes.
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World

Africa
Africa is a land torn with internal strife, much as it was in the 18th and 19th century. When the oil 
began to run low in the USA and Canada, several American companies began to expand and buy land in western 
Africa. Several deep oil wells were found, and more and more companies and foreigners flocked to western 
Africa. When the meteor hit in 2016, and the tidal waves from Australia soaked eastern Africa, skirmishes 
began to break out. The natives of Africa, driven inwards from the rapidly sinking coast, met up with 
Americans who had "rightfully" purchased the land. By 2025, official war had been declared, and continues 
to this day. The border between Western Africa and Eastern Africa is split on the mighty Nile river, right 
down to the farthest reaches of the destroyed eastern coast. Africa is supported by it's oil and food 
industries, although most of it remains relatively underdeveloped.

Antarctica
Little has changed in Antarctica through the years. The temperature has stayed at a steady low, which has 
slowly quieted any global warming fanatics. There seems to be no initiative to explore or chart in detail 
the span of Antarctica; most countries have enough problems to deal with. The odd energy blip is detected 
in Antarctica, the reason for which is unclear.

Asia
After the merge with India in 2007, China lead the Asia countries to the forefront of the world. Producing 
over 70% of the products used worldwide by late 2008, China remains an important player in world affairs. 
The communist government is still in place, as is the many skilled laborers and mass market available 
throughout all of Asia. Of all the countries, Asia has changed the least, as they still hold a special 
love of their history and heritage. Museums and statues are common place, providing a rich ethnic feeling 
to all of China. Several of the smaller surrounding countries eventually merged with China. Their economy 
is stable and supported by several industries such as steel, automobile production, and many electronic 
factories.

Australia
The meteor crash in 2016 rocked the world, and hit Australia hardest. The entire outback (now called the 
hole) was turned into a smoking crater for several thousand miles. Most of the cities were on the 
outskirts of the country, close to the ocean, and survived relatively unscathed. Little reconstruction has 
occurred in the years following. Plenty of expeditions went towards the crater ("craterward"), looking for 
survivors or scavenging for remains. Australia's economy is based heavily on tourism, as they try to use 
the crater as a macarbe attraction, as well as a learning ground for several leading scientific 
industries. The population of Australia maintains fairly low, as most of it was wiped out in the 
explosion. The meteor sent several tidal waves in all directions, hitting the northern islands hardest. 
Most were washed under, forever changing areas like Hawaii, Palau, and New Guinea.

Canada
Having one of the largest land masses and smallest population per mile values, Canada was a prime area for 
expansion. The focus on oil during the years of 2006 to 2056 allowed Canada a measure of economic 
stability based on oil alone. Forestry and food exports picked up from 2050 onwards. While the USA became 
more and more a police state during the late 2010's, Canada continue to have lax laws. As the economy in 
USA declined, more and more American companies moved into Canada. Sometime near 2059, oil was no longer 
the leading industry in Canada. American and Canadian companies joined together to focus on genetic 
research, leading to huge advances in the areas of cloning and stem cell manipulation. The continued loose 
rules in Canada related to genetic modification meant that the generation following the oil industry were 
"gifted" with modified genes. By 2070, 94% of the population of Canada had some genetic modification in a 
process that eventually became known was "touching". Some touched people took this to the extreme until 
mutation became a large problem in the far east and north of Canada. The economy is still supported 
through oil, but the majority is through genetic products.

Europe
The main European countries were sustained on basic industries and skilled labor working in the country 
and abroad. However, the standardized euro began to decline by late 2011. Although initially strong, most 
other countries had more land and labor available to pursue industrial advancements, and so most of Europe 
just could not compete on a global scale. After several devastating economic mistakes, including IT 
related accidents and infastructure failures, many outlying areas of Europe reverted to what could be 
called a "dark age" state. The final blow the countries surrounding Britain was the suprise assassination 
of the entire royal family. The motivation and identity of the attackers is uncertain to this day, even 
though the assassination occurred in 2013. What was known was that the attackers used chemical warfare. 
Cyanide was released through the vents of the palace, and by morning all occupants were dead. At first the 
population were mourning, but as the attacks continued on various extended relatives of the royal family, 
mourning turned to panic. Riots were common place, the populace leaved in feared of the unknown attackers. 
Soon the dark age spread from outlying communities to once populated cities. Most of Britain, Scotland, 
England, and France live without electricity or communication to the outside world. Most of the countries 
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stay far away from what is left of Europe, as little aid can be given when most countries have their own 
problems.

Japan
For having such a small available land mass, Japan has done exceedingly well on their local scale. Tokyo 
has grown to become the largest city in the entire world, by an extreme longshot. Since 2002 Tokyo has 
tripled in size and population. Immense growth took place as Japan advanced in the pricey market of 
nanotechnology and other high end electronics. Not all of Tokyo benefitted from this rapid expansion, as 
is evident by the vast slum and poor communities, especially in the "Undercity". The economy of Japan is 
stable, as trade with China is commonplace in exchange for food and other staple needs.

Mexico
With little economic stability or leading industries, Mexico eventually struck a lucrative deal with the 
USA. In exchange for their admission as a 53 state, Mexico would be payed a hefty yearly tax from the USA. 
The official merge occurred December 12th 2036. By 2068, Mexico began to grow restless as the tax was 
payed later and later. Talks are in the works to get this problem solved, and much "sabre rattling" is 
happening on both sides. Mexico is sustained by it's abundant work force which supplies cheap labor to 
several surrounding countries and southern USA states.

Russia
Although relatively quiet since the end of the Cold War, Russia has been steadily rebuilding it's 
shattered economy, and industrialization much of it's land. During the oil boom and shortage of 2006 to 
2056, Russia found several new wells in the center of the country. These wells were not sold off to 
Americans or other foreigners, instead the money used from selling crude and refined gas was used for 
stabilizing the infastructure of the country. Eventually the money was put towards research. With plenty 
of skilled scientists available, Russia has become a leader in the advancement of fusion technology. 
Russia surprised the world in 2061 by declaring it would be renamed Soviet Russia (or the Soviet Union), 
as it was in the past. Although this change came as a surprise to many, it was eventually found out that 
Russia had been building towards a complete change over for several years. Although fusion research was 
the focus by outwards appearance, weapon technology and military advancements were the true goal. In 2064, 
it looked like war between America and Soviet Russia was inevitable, but eventually America backed down, 
silently acknowledging the Soviet Union as the world's leading military. Much of Soviet Russia is covered 
with military bases and caches of weapons, and the people of Russia take great pride in being the leading 
warfare superpower. Their economy is supported by strong weapon sales, by 2070 the Soviet Union was 
selling 91% of the world's military equipment.

South America
The core of South America currently has a strong IT base and infastructure, mostly due to the focus of the 
Brazilian government from 2005 to 2009. Using free software and cheap computers, the core of South America 
began to develop and grow until it was able to provide a steady force of skilled IT labor. Much of the 
rest of South America suffered because of this. Without the normal jobs available in Brazil, and the 
dwindling oil supplies in Peru, many of the smaller countries turned to religion for relief. After a 
generation of upbringing by bitter religious elders, much of South America had a hearty dislike for IT and 
technology. This relationship of anger finally came to a boiling point in early 2041 when an individual 
known as Supai rallied several countries and started staging violent protests against the technological 
center of Brazil. This religious warfare continues to this day, although little progress has been made, a 
slight slowdown in IT staff from Brazil has been recorded.

USA
The USA began a steady economic decline beginning when the merge of India and China occurred. After being 
beaten in the automobile industry by Japan, and in the technology market by China, the USA had little main 
industry. As of 2008, the country was still self sustaining, but was no longer a world leader. Much of the 
center of the USA rotted away, leaving behind ghost towns and small poor communities. The USA was tied so 
closely with oil that any downs in the market brought about huge job loss. In addition, the continued fear 
of "terrorist attack" that grew from the 2001 incident meant that 40% of government spending was related 
to defense that was never used. The USA was spread thin, chasing after oil in Canada and South America, 
leaving much of the country in disarray. By 2070, the surface of the USA was similar to it once was, but 
there was rot underneath all the glowing ads and fast cars. Crime rates soared in several cities, and the 
"bread basket" became a series of dusty roads and highway bandits. 
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Drugs

Drugs come in many shapes, sizes, and delivery mechanisms. If players can acquire drugs, they are free to 
use them however they wish. Almost all performance enhancing drugs are illegal, the rest are prescription 
based and do not give an in game bonus. Although drugs can give a temporary boost to abilities, they have 
many downsides like price, scarcity, and most important, addiction.

Format
Name: The most common name of the drug (many drugs have slang names as well).
Cost: The cost in standard credit for one dose of the drug.
Scarcity: How difficult the drug is to find, on a scale of 1 (readily avalable) to 10 (very rare).
Addiction: The number of doses over the span of time before an addiction check must be made, the difficulty of the 
addiction check
Delivery: How the drug is taken.
Description: In game explanation and details about the drug.
Duration: How long one dose of the drug lasts. Two or more doses of the same drug do not stack.
Effects: The positive effects of the drug that happen to the player while the duration lasts.
Downside: The negative effects of the drug that happen to the player when the duration expires. If no duration of the 
downsides is given here, it is assumed it is the same as the positive duration.

Drug Details
Name Cost Scarcity Addiction DC Delivery Description Duration Effects Downside

Aura

Black

Blink

Blubber

Book

Bounce

Cake

Chill

Curse

Dust

Elf

Fade

Fall

Finger

Glow

Grace

Grin

Hax

Hulk

Hush

Hype

Iron

Jet 45cc 4 3 doses / week 12 Goopy liquid inhaler

Jet makes the user feel like they 
are flying, as if they could do 
anything. Once the effect wears 
off, the down of Jet is normally 
very hard.

1 hour +2 Agility
Depressed, -4 
Charisma

Junk
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Lisa

Maze

Medusa

Perk

Pierce

Prison

Rage

Shingle

Slip

Slow

Smooth

Snow

Speed

Strangle

Stumble

Swan

Tick

Twist

Twitch

Veil

Wish

- Her Holiness
- Symphony
- Epiphany
- Revelation
- Vision, dream, etc
- Tar
- Mesh, blend, etc.
- Abandon
-Chaos
- Robo
- Kine
- Warmth (recharges mana!)
- Mistress, Matron, Patriarch, Matriarch, etc.
- Flinch, Sketch, etc.
- Silence
- Bliss
- Black
- Xorm (or something that looks LEET with "X")
- Morph
- Maze
- Fairie
- LDNT (lay down nap time, hahaha)
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